In April 2012, Delta Air Lines (Delta) announced it would purchase the mothballed Trainer oil refinery to hedge fuel price risk. Analysts and academics emphatically derided the move, stressing that Delta's management was ill-equipped to oversee large scale refining operations. However, we show that debt-and equity-holders responded significantly positively to the acquisition announcement, and confirm that Trainer subsequently reduced Delta's equity exposure to fuel price shocks. The refinery's operations also reduced Delta's bond and loan spreads over time. We conclude that this unique experiment in vertical integration and commodity price hedging proved successful for the airline.
Hedging Gone Wild: Was Delta Air Lines' Purchase Of Trainer Refinery A Sound
Risk Management Strategy?
Introduction
Why would an airline ever choose to purchase and operate a petroleum refinery? Even though jet fuel is an airline's largest single cost, modern economic and management thought stresses that corporations should focus on their core business activities and purchase key inputs from efficient specialist suppliers. Since 2012, Delta Air Lines has conducted a real-world test of the benefits of vertically integrating to lock in supplies of jet fuel as part of the firm's risk management strategy [Anderson (2014) , Hecht (2015) ; Helman (2015) , and Dastin (2016) ]. This study assesses whether that strategy has been successful through the lens of the corporate risk management and vertical integration literatures.
On April 30, 2012, Delta Air Lines announced that its Monroe Energy subsidiary had entered an agreement with Phillips 66 to acquire the Trainer oil refinery and related facilities in eastern Pennsylvania for $180 million (Lemer, 2012) . Delta paid $150 million itself and the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania contributed the other $30 million. Before the acquisition, this refinery had been unprofitable for several years. Due to its dependence on expensive imported light crude oil and its inability to consistently meet tightening environmental and product standards, coupled with other severe problems plaguing all East Coast US refineries, Phillips 66 had shut the plant down in September 2011 (McCurty, 2012) .
At the time the deal was announced, Delta argued that it was not so much trying to hedge its exposure to jet fuel prices, per se, but rather to refining profit margins, specifically the crack spread measuring the differentially higher valuations for jet fuel over the raw crude oil from which the fuel is processed. More comprehensively, Delta's press releases state that it chose to purchase the refinery because of (1) widely fluctuating oil prices and the non-availability of a jet fuel hedging instrument;
(2) Delta's poor financial hedging performance before 2012; (3) the company's desire to capture the refining crack spread, which had been rising steadily after oil prices rebounded from their early 2009 lows and at times reached $17 per barrel and; and (4) Delta's need to secure jet fuel supplies for its New York City hubs-from which the company flew 68,000 flights every year-at a time when several East Coast refineries were being mothballed. An important factor not emphasized by Delta's public disclosures was the refinery's value. Delta spent roughly the cost of a single wide-bodied aircraft to acquire the 185,000 barrel per day (b/d) facility. Because macroeconomic conditions drove several major East Coast refiners to financial distress (U.S. Department of Energy, 2012), their assets commanded fire sale prices in 2012. For comparison, a New Jersey refinery with Trainer's same production capacity fetched nearly twice as much in 2015 (Larino, 2015) while a 264,000 b/d
Houston plant drew bids of $1.2 to $1.5 billion the following year (Resnick-Ault and Seba, 2016) .
For $100 million above Trainer's sticker price, Par Pacific Holdings, Inc. acquired a regional
Wyoming refinery with only 10 percent of Trainer's capacity (Brelsford, 2015) . Clearly, Trainer's price made the asset a significant bargain.
Market reaction to the deal was dichotomous. Most industry analysts and academic commentators derided it on industrial organizational grounds (why should an airline be able to competently run a refinery?). However, other analysts and stock investors applauded the announcement, and the stock price rose by 3.5% on April 12, 2012, the day the rumor was announced (Massoudi, 2012) , and by over 5% around the official purchase announcement date of April 30, 2012 (Lemer, 2012) . Although it was little noticed at the time, the purchase announcement also caused a sharp drop in Delta's perceived credit risk, proxied by CDS spreads on its outstanding bonds. Nor did uncertainty about the wisdom of the acquisition vanish in the years immediately following Delta's Trainer purchase, as discussed approvingly by Wright (2013), Hecht (2015) , and Levine-Weinberg (2015b), but with opprobrium by Zhang (2014) , Helman (2015) , and Dastin (2016) .
The results of our empirical analyses confirm and extend those in Massoudi (2012) and Lemer (2012) . We find that Delta's stock price experienced a positive cumulative abnormal return of around 5% in the three days centered on the acquisition announcement. Also, we find a mean abnormal return of 74 basis points for bond trades within the ten days centered on the announcement date. A brief analysis of CDS trades also indicates that the CDS market anticipated the deal would reduce risk. Indeed, our analysis validates market participants' initial optimism. We find evidence through panel regressions that Delta's exposure to the crack spread declined in the post-acquisition period (through year-end 2016), though none of its competitors shared this benefit. Moreover, credit spreads in the loan and bond markets declined more for Delta than its competitors in the postacquisition period. Though the positive stock market returns could stem from the highly favorable terms on which Delta acquired the refinery, the rest of our analysis supports a longer-term, asset pricing story. Specifically, bondholders and CDS holders benefited--in the form of higher bond returns, reduced bond and loan spreads, and lower equity exposure to crack spread--from anticipated and realized risk-reduction from Delta operating the refinery. We believe the stock market results are best interpreted as evidence of stockholders' correct anticipation of this risk-reduction.
This paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 summarizes the relevant literature on hedging and risk management and vertical integration. Section 3 describes the context that led to the acquisition.
In section 4, we discuss why Delta, and not another airline, acquired the refinery. The empirical analysis starts in section 5, where we perform event studies of the stock and bond market reaction.
We study the channels through which Trainer could add value to Delta in section 6. Section 7 concludes.
Related Literature
Two principal streams of literature inform our analysis, the literature on hedging and risk management and the literature on vertical integration (VI). Both literatures try to explain the existence of hedging and VI and both depart from the notion of perfect markets--perfect capital markets, in the case of hedging, and perfect product markets in the case of VI. Below, we briefly discuss the main predictions of these two literatures.
Predictions of the hedging and risk management literatures
Commodity markets have been the subject of many empirical studies on the value of hedging and the characteristics of hedgers. These studies are motivated by the theoretical work on determinants of risk management value. In general, theories assert that hedging can add value by reducing the likelihood of costly financial distress (Smith and Stulz, 1985) ; reducing the need for costly external financing (Froot, Scharfstein, and Stein, 1993) ; reducing agency costs among managers, debt holders and equity holders (Geczy, Minton and Schrand, 1997) ; and benefiting from convexity in the cost structure (see Aretz and Bartram (2010) for an extensive review of these theories and the empirical support each receives).
Empirical studies of the value of hedging commodity risk are mixed. Jin and Jorion (2006) study 119 oil and gas companies and find that hedging reduces exposure to oil and gas price risk, but does not affect market values. Nelson, Moffitt, and Affleck-Graves (2005) The airline industry, specifically, has been the focus of many hedging studies. Carter, Rogers, and Simkins (2006) estimate a 5% hedging premium in U.S. airlines. They conclude that this premium is in line with the Froot et al. (1993) prediction that airlines hedge to offset the underinvestment problem potentially faced when fuel prices rise. With higher fuel prices, un-hedged firms will not be able to take positive NPV projects and thus will lose potential value. Lin and Chang (2009) , however, fail to corroborate these results for airlines around the world. Rampini, Sufi, and Visnwanathan (2014) show that, contrary to what existing theories predict, airlines in distress hedge less; those with higher net worth, cash flow, or credit ratings hedge more; and hedging drops sharply as airlines approach distress and recovers thereafter. Explaining this behavior, they show that collateral requirements in both hedging and financing result in a trade-off between the two that only firms with high net worth can accommodate. Treanor et al. (2014) link time-varying airline exposure to fuel cost with hedging behavior and firm value. They find that firms hedge more when they experience greater exposure to fuel prices. Although they find a hedging premium, as do Carter, Rogers, and Simkins (2006) , they find evidence that the hedging premium does not increase with airline exposure to fuel prices, indicating that investors do not value selective hedging (Adam and Fernando (2006) also discuss selective hedging and firm value).
More recently, the literature has focused on the distinction between operational and financial hedging. Guay and Kothari (2003) raise serious doubts about estimated value effects from derivatives hedging. They argue common estimates of hedging premia in capital markets are grossly disproportionate to observed levels of hedging activity. Instead, they suggest that derivatives hedging may correlate with operational hedging, with the latter commanding a premium. Kim, Mathur, and Nam (2006) show how operational and financial hedging can be substitutes for one another while Lim and Wang (2007) argue that they are complementary. Treanor et al. (2014) adopt this framework in the context of U.S. airlines. They show that airlines rely on both types of hedging, but operational hedging likely has a bigger impact on performance and firm value. They conclude that derivatives hedging may be used more as a means of 'fine-tuning' an airline's exposure.
Predictions of the vertical integration literature
Many articles have examined the costs and benefits of vertical integration (VI) in the context of acquiring a key supplier, both theoretically and with empirical analyses [see Perry (1989) , Lafontaine and Slade (2007) , and Kedia, Ravid, and Pons (2011) for reviews]. The industrial organization (IO) literature asserts that in the presence of imperfect competition, firms can generate value through VI by rationing, shutting out competitors, eliminating externalities, obtaining exclusive contracts, and price discriminating. Such factors thoroughly characterize the airline industry. Because substantial outlays for capital and technology are required to efficiently operate an airline, barriers to entry are extremely high (Shepherd, 1984) . The result is an airline industry which, in the United States, can be considered an oligopoly (Berry, 1990) , and in many other countries a near-monopoly. Further, the various classes of airline customers (Business, First, Economy, etc.) represent an ideal setting for price discrimination (Stavins, 2001) .
A large body of empirical research supports the notion, pioneered by Williamson (1971) , that specificity of assets to be acquired is an important determinant of VI. When firms need to invest in specialized assets but the market exchange of these assets is costly, VI can align incentives of the parties involved and lead to efficient investment. Clearly, this is the case for airlines as most new commercial airplanes cost over $100 million. Other studies focus on incomplete contracts and the incentives they create. If contracts are hard to specify, enforce, and monitor on the outside and it is cheaper to do so within the firm, VI can increase contract efficiency (Kedia, Ravid, and Pons, 2011; Lafontaine and Slade, 2007) .
Several studies specifically examine the interaction between financial hedging and VI.
Haushalter (2000) asserts that VI is a substitute for financial hedging. Hankins (2011) corroborates this result, empirically, by showing that large increases in operational hedging (e.g., acquisitions) are followed by large declines in financial hedging among bank holding companies. Similarly, Mackay and Moeller (2007) write "firms that are both vertically integrated and diversified have lower risk management values and hedge rates, consistent with the idea that such firms benefit from natural hedges." Turning to Delta's refinery purchase, we expect the acquisition to have a stabilizing effect on the airline's fuel costs net of refining profits. If jet fuel prices increase, higher airline operating costs will be partially offset by higher refinery profits. This is true because refining margins tend to move with crude oil prices, as Figure 1 shows. Through this mechanism, we expect the refinery to reduce Delta's cash flow volatility. To the extent that investors value reduced cash flow volatility, hedging, in this case through the refinery acquisition, can potentially increase firm value (Froot et al., 1993) . This notion is also consistent with Garfinkel and Hankins' (2011) finding that reducing cash flow volatility is a motive for VI. Figure 1 about here **** More broadly, many scholars have studied the impact of uncertainty on the motive to engage in VI. Levy (1985) finds that unanticipated shifts in product demand positively predict the likelihood to vertically integrate. Helfat and Teece (1987) study how VI can reduce uncertainty. They distinguish state contingent uncertainty, such as uncertainty in prices, from uncertainty resulting from lack of information. VI can reduce the latter. Carlton (1979) suggests that producing inputs internally can help a firm facing price uncertainty by allowing it to produce cheaply. He shows that firms are likely to integrate backward when they encounter substantial variability in the input market and the input market is uncorrelated with fluctuation in their own downstream market. Though general economic conditions affect both oil production and customer demand for air travel, an airline's upstream and downstream markets are far from perfectly correlated. For example, the sharp oil price decline over the latter half of 2014 appears entirely unrelated to factors affecting travel demand. Finally, Hirshleifer (1988) argues that risks for crop growers and processers are complementary. As such, forward contracting or vertical integration can benefit both parties. A natural analogy extends to refiners and airlines. Because the market for jet fuel derivatives is very thin, vertical integration may offer these two industries a better operational hedge. Fan (2000) studies VI among petrochemical firms and links it with input cost uncertainty through detailed industryspecific analysis. He finds strong evidence from the 1970s that input price uncertainty and asset specificity jointly affect VI in the industry. Oil shocks in the 1970's caused contracting problems in the petrochemical industry, and several organizations responded by vertically integrating.
**** Insert
Indeed, input cost uncertainty was arguably the chief driver of Delta's Trainer purchase.
With mounting U.S. East Coast refinery closures threatening to cripple Delta's ability to procure reasonably priced jet fuel, the growing pains of learning how to operate the refinery seemed more than bearable compared to the costs associated with probable fuel shortages. In fact, then-Delta CEO Richard Anderson justified the move through input cost savings: "If the refinery closed or was consolidated, our fuel price would rise 10%-15%. If we bought it, we could begin to lower our fuel costs" (Anderson, 2014) . Fan and Goyal (2006) find that, on average, vertical mergers are associated with significant positive wealth effects. The average wealth effect during the three-day window around the announcement is 2.5% in this study. On the other hand, Kedia, Ravid, and Pons (2011) find no effect on the value generated from VI in the face of market uncertainty. Garfinkel and Hankins (2011) find that risk management is indeed one of the motives behind VI. They show that VI reduces cash flow volatility and cost of goods sold. They also find changes in slack cash (used to protect against the effect of variability in internal funding) is negatively related to VI, consistent with VI providing an additional hedge.
Perhaps the most similar studies to ours are Lederman (2009 and . These authors investigate vertical integration between major and regional carriers in the airline industry.
The earlier paper finds that major airlines choose to vertically integrate on routes frequently subject to inclement weather and those more integral to the airline's overall flight network. The latter paper validates this strategy's effectiveness in promoting continued operation of the airline's network. In other words, airlines vertically integrate when there is a higher risk of weather delays and when a disruption would severely impact operations.
Thus, vertical integration as a means of risk management in the airline industry is not a novel concept. However, Delta's radical acquisition represents the first attempt at taking on a different, arguably more important risk: fuel price volatility.
The Context Leading to Delta's Acquisition of Trainer
The U.S. airline industry was deregulated in 1978. From deregulation until recently, the airline industry has suffered consistent losses (Carter, Rogers, and Simkins, 2006) , which has puzzled industrial organization economists. As shown by Borenstein (2011) , this dismal financial record is not what economists predicted in 1978 and it is a challenge to the views of deregulation advocates. He shows that there is no conventional long-run equilibrium explanation for an industry that perpetually loses money, but he does offer some explanations based on taxes, cost shocks, demand shocks, and/or a series of unfavorable events.
Another significant partial explanation for this enduring lack of airline industry profitability is the nearly monotonic increase in the cost of jet fuel that has occurred since 1978. Fuel price increases over the past 15 years, in particular, coincide with reduced profits and, in many cases, operating losses among carriers. As shown in Table 1 , intense competition has driven airfare upward, but at a much slower pace than the upward trend in oil prices (see Figure 1 for the evolution of crude oil and jet fuel prices). These trends put great pressure on the airline industry. Department of Energy, 2012), most of these closures were attributed to the inability to process heavy sour crude, which trades at much lower prices than the benchmark Brent.
**** Insert Table 2 about here **** An important component of the Delta move was the ability to swap non-jet fuel refinery outputs, like diesel and gasoline, for jet fuel (kerosene) sourced from elsewhere in the United States.
Delta initially entered two swap agreements: one with Phillips 66 and the other with British Petroleum (BP), described in Figure 3 . The agreement with Phillips 66 required Delta to deliver specified quantities of non-jet fuel products in exchange for specified amounts of jet fuel. If Delta or Phillips 66 did not have the specified quantities, the delivering party was required to procure any
shortage from the open market. The remaining production of non-jet fuel products was to be sold to BP under a long-term buy/sell agreement to exchange non-jet fuel products for jet fuel. Figure 2 shows how much jet fuel Trainer provides to Delta from production and from swap agreements. In the announcement disclosing the intended acquisition, Delta mentioned that it expected to save $300 million annually in fuel expenses by sourcing jet fuel from Trainer.
**** Insert Figures 2 and 3 about here ****
In July 2014, the BP swap agreement was terminated early and BP was replaced with another, unnamed, counterparty. Shortly thereafter, Monroe announced that Bridger LLC, a privately held midstream company, would supply 65,000 bpd of North Dakota Bakken crude to its refinery, helping it reduce its reliance on costlier imports.
Delta reports the gain/loss from its financial hedging program as well as the gain/loss from its refinery segment in its quarterly SEC filings. Considering the Trainer acquisition as an operational hedge, this provides an explicit measure of the gains/losses from both financial and operational hedging, unlike existing studies of operational hedging (Fan, 2000; Hankins, 2011) , which had to derive conclusions from indirect tests. incorporating the refinery's output has likely affected the company's use of other financial instruments. Because derivatives contracts on kerosene are not directly traded on commodity exchanges and the over-the-counter market is nearly illiquid with high illiquidity premia, airlines tend to hedge fuel price exposure with related crude oil and heating oil (a heavy diesel cut) contracts (Adams and Gerner, 2012) which introduces substantial basis risk (Adam-Muller and Nolte, 2011) .
Airlines employ futures, options, forward purchase agreements, collars and swaps, among other strategies, to reduce exposure to fuel price fluctuations. Towards that end, we hand-collect hedging data from quarterly SEC filings for Delta and other publicly traded U.S. airlines. Our primary measure of hedging intensity is the hedge ratio for the following quarter, which estimates the amount of next quarter's fuel consumption hedged by derivative contracts. Table 4 shows that the dramatic ramp up in the extent of hedging by Delta is abnormal relative to its competitors. Appendix 1 details how these hedge ratio computations are made. Table 4 about here ****
**** Insert
In contrast with the findings of Haushalter (2000) and Hankins (2011) , who assert that financial hedging and vertical integration are substitutes, Delta initially increased both the extent and the duration of hedging after the acquisition as shown in Table 4 . Figure 4 summarizes quarterly reports of the notional balance of barrels that underlie Delta's derivatives contracts along with the latest maturity of these contracts. The airline appears to have ramped up hedging toward the end of 2013 and reduced it by 2015 after losing $1.2 billion from plummeting crude oil prices in 2014.
Delta does not disclose the breakdown of commodity types underlying these contracts though reason suggests that, post-acquisition, the company would hedge the crack spread less and crude oil more.
Trainer, an operational hedge against the crack spread, allows Delta to reduce its financial hedging against the crack spread and, increasing its capacity to hedge crude. Increased derivatives hedging may also stem from speculation or more expertise acquired through refinery operation.
Unfortunately, SEC filings and earnings call transcripts provide insufficient information to 
Why Delta?
An external and an internal factor could explain why Delta, and not another airline, acquired a refinery. The internal factor is an innovative management culture. The Trainer refinery acquisition was not Delta's only innovative move, as noted by its CEO Richard Anderson in 2014:
"We started, just after our two-year restructuring, with an employee profit-sharing program that continues to differentiate us from our peers. Each year, 10% of earnings before taxes and management compensation is paid out in bonuses. A year after our 2008 merger with Northwest Airlines, we added a stock ownership plan also unique in the industry that gave our pilots, flight attendants, ground crew members, and support staff 15% of the company's equity. We have reclaimed our reservations system, becoming the only U.S. airline to own and control this key operations data. We have deepened our foreign partnerships by buying a minority stake in three overseas carriers--Aeromexico, Brazil's GOL, and the UK's Virgin Atlantic--and strengthened our existing alliance with Air France-KLM. We have also moved toward vertical integration (and better management of fuel costs) by acquiring an oil refinery, a decision that shocked both aviation and oil industry observers."
The external factor is related to the specificity of Trainer to Delta. According to the VI Delta's share of passengers in the New York market is 22.8%, while JetBlue and American come next with 21.9% and 16%, respectively. Also in 2012, the company invested more than $160 million in a renovation and expansion project at LaGuardia to enhance the customer experience. In 2010, Delta started a five-year $1.2 billion renovation project at JFK to turn it into an international hub in the New York City area (Delta's 2012 Financial Report).
Empirical Analysis of Delta's Acquisition of Trainer Refinery
To empirically separate the causal impact of the refinery from potentially coincidental operating environments we attempt to contrast Delta with its peers throughout our empirical analysis.
Thus, we must first determine the appropriate peers to use within the U.S. airline industry. According to the United States Department of Transportation, there are more than 50 passenger airlines, most of which are small regional carriers. Given that Delta is a major public passenger airline, we restrict our sample to large public carriers designated as a "major carrier" by the U.S. Department of Transportation as of the end of 2012 (the first quarter after the acquisition). The following airlines meet these criteria: AirTran (AAI), Alaska (ALK), Allegiant (ALGT), American (AMR before its merger with US Airways, AAL after), Frontier (FRNT), Hawaiian (HA), JetBlue (JBLU), SkyWest (SKYW), Southwest (LUV), Spirit (SAVE), United (UAL), US Airways (LCC), and Virgin (VA).
We restrict our analysis to the sample from 2009 through the second quarter of 2016. Beginning in 2009 allows enough time to gauge airlines' performance before the acquisition, yet avoids the worst of the recent financial crisis. Table 5 summarizes these airlines' capacity in terms of available seat miles, market share at the end of 2012, and their market state during the sample period.
**** Insert Table 5 about here ****
Event studies
In this section, we use event study methods to study the reaction of equity and bond markets to the refinery acquisition announcement. We begin with a stock market event study to assess the acquisition's anticipated impact on Delta's shareholders. We cross-validate these results through a relatively new econometric technique, the synthetic control method (pioneered by Abadie and Gardeazabal, 2003) which constructs a hypothetical Delta Air Lines using a linear combination of its competitors' stock returns. Examining the difference between Delta's stock returns and the predicted returns of synthetic Delta presents another estimate of the acquisition's value. Next, we conduct a bond market event study to gauge the acquisition's effect on Delta's creditors. We validate bond market results by examining another proxy for Delta's credit risk, its CDS spread.
Equity market
We test whether the refinery acquisition affects investor welfare through the event study framework described by Campbell, Lo, and MacKinlay (1997) . Our event date, April 30, 2012, is the day Delta publicly announced it would acquire the refinery. If investors favored the deal, Delta's stock price should exhibit significantly positive abnormal returns around the announcement date.
Insignificant returns are consistent with investor indifference toward the acquisition, while negative returns would suggest anticipated value destruction from the purchase. Importantly, while acquisition rumors circulated prior to the official announcement, any information impounded in Delta's stock price prior to that date would bias our findings away from statistical significance.
We estimate the following model using return data from CRSP:
where R Delta,t denotes Delta's stock return on day t, R Mkt,t denotes day t return on the value weighted index of all CRSP stocks (a proxy for the market portfolio) obtained from Kenneth French's website, and e t is the residual term. Abnormal returns are defined as the difference between actual and fitted returns. We cumulate abnormal returns over the event window to gauge how stockholders expect the acquisition to impact value. We use the Patell Z test to determine whether the cumulative abnormal return, CAR, around the announcement is statistically significant. Overall, these results suggest that Delta increased shareholder wealth through the acquisition. Given
Delta's $8.79 billion market capitalization two trading days prior to the announcement, a three-day CAR (−1, +1) of 5.71% translates to $501.9 million in wealth generated.
**** Insert Table 6 about here ****
To test these results' robustness, we employ the synthetic control method (SCM) pioneered by Abadie and Gardeazabal (2003) and Abadie, Diamond, and Hainmueller (2010) . Acemoglu et al.
(2016) also use SCM to study the wealth effect of the announcement that Tim Geithner would become Treasury Secretary in November 2008 on financial firms with links to Geithner. We analogously employ SCM to study the effect of the Trainer acquisition announcement on Delta's returns. The technique attempts to synthesize Delta's stock return in the absence of the acquisition using a weighted average of its competitors' returns. The weight assigned to each competitor airline is determined in such a way as to minimize squared errors between Delta's actual returns and Synthetic Delta's returns in the pre-acquisition period. That is, if , is the return on Delta's stock and , is the return on airline i of the control group, we construct a synthetic Delta stock return by solving the following program:
T] is the estimation window in the pre-acquisition period and ωi is the weight assigned to the stock return of airline i. Once ωi for each airline in the control group is determined, the cumulative return of the three days centered on the announcement day, denoted by CAR Delta (−1, +1), is calculated as:
We repeat the same analysis replacing Delta with each other airline in the control group and calculating its CARi (−1, +1) over the same window. These CARi (−1, +1) help construct a distribution of cumulative returns not caused by the treatment against which the significance of CARDelta (−1, +1) is tested. The pool of control units consists of public airlines, among those in Table   5 , that were actively trading at the time of the announcement. Namely, it includes Allegiant, United, SkyWest, Southwest, JetBlue, Hawaiian, Alaska, Spirit and U.S. Airways. We use observations from January 1, 2011 to 50 days before the announcement in the estimation window. We choose 50 days to avoid the possible effect of news leakage before the announcement. Stock return data come from CRSP. If the acquisition announcement positively (negatively) affects shareholders, then Delta's CAR (−1, +1) should be significantly higher (lower) than that of other airlines. Delta is significantly different from that of the control group. Thus, from the above results, it is clear the stock market reacted favorably to news of the refinery's purchase.
**** Insert Table 7 about here ****
Bond market
To better understand how the refinery purchase affected overall company value, we investigate how the market for Delta's bonds reacted to the acquisition announcement. Whereas the positive stock-market reaction could be explained on the ground of buying a cheap and underpriced asset, bondholders are less likely to share in this residual benefit. If bondholders also react positively, it would provide evidence of an incremental positive anticipated effect on Delta's ongoing operations. Generally, bondholders could value the acquisition as a means of reducing exposure to fuel price risk. However, they could also believe that diversifying into an industry outside of management's expertise will be risky and would increase the likelihood of default. In fact, Moody's credit rating agency issued the following statement two days after the announcement:
"The decision by Delta Air Lines to purchase the Trainer refinery complex is negative for Delta's credit profile. We believe potentially significant operating and financial risks accompany owning and operating an oil refinery, which could lead to shortfalls between actual financial benefits and those of the project's business case." (Root and Mulvaney, 2012) If bondholders agree with the rating agency, we expect significantly negative returns around the announcement date. Conversely, if Delta's anticipated fuel price risk reduction is expected to occur, we expect positive excess returns. Bessembinder et al. (2009) and Ederington, Guan, and Yang (2015) identify several complications to bond market event studies, including infrequent trading and significant heteroskedasticity between bonds and firms. These issues render classic event study techniques problematic. Fortunately, the authors provide insightful recommendations on how to best conduct a bond market event study; we adhere to their suggestions as closely as possible. Specifically, we: (1) generate returns using daily rather than monthly bond price data; (2) To compute returns, we require that a bond trades at least once in the five days prior to the announcement date and at least once in the five subsequent days. When a bond trades multiple times in one day, we weight each trade by the square root of trade volume to obtain a daily bond price. We calculate returns for up to eight periods over the t-5 to t+5 window where t=0 represents the announcement date. For example, a bond that trades on days t-3, t+1, and t+5 generates two returns:
the 5-day return from t-3 to t+1 and the 9-day return from t-3 to t+5. Returns are then standardized by that bond's 5-and 9-day return standard deviations calculated from trades occurring six months before the 11-day event window and six months after. For each day, d, from 3 to 11, if the bond does not generate at least six d-day returns in the twelve months around the event window, its returns are excluded to avoid unrepresentative standard deviations. Returns are trimmed at the 1 and 99% levels to mitigate the impact of extreme outliers. Finally, standardized d-day returns for each of Delta's bonds that trade in the event window are compared to standardized d-day returns for a maturity and rating matched sample of all bonds, airline standardized d-day bond returns, and maturity and rating matched airline d-day standardized bond returns. These differences are tested for statistical significance using the Student's t and signed rank tests.
The results of our bond market event study are reported in Table 8 . Panel A describes mean and median returns for Delta and the three benchmarks. The positive mean and median returns for Delta range from two to three times mean and median benchmark returns, depending on the benchmark. When accounting for heteroscedasticity between bonds, the contrast is even starker.
Delta's returns exceed zero by three to six times as many standard deviations as benchmark returns do. Panels B and C show that these differences are highly statistically significant, regardless of the choice between raw or standardized returns and between parametric or nonparametric tests. Overall, 
Has Delta's Strategy Been Successful?
After verifying that all event study results point in the same direction -shareholders, creditors, and CDS investors expect the acquisition to generate value -we explore whether Trainer's acquisition and integration has proven to be an effective hedge for Delta over the subsequent four years. The corporate risk management literature predicts that risk management can add value by reducing the likelihood of costly financial distress (Smith and Stulz, 1985) ; reducing the need for costly external financing (Froot et al., 1993) ; reducing underinvestment and asset substitution, and benefiting from convexity in the cost structure. We first determine whether Trainer reduces fuel price risk for Delta relative to its peers. Next, we assess whether the equity market credits Delta with the risk reduction. Finally, we test whether debt markets also perceive reduced risk for Delta, post-Trainer.
Fuel price variability reduction
One channel through which Trainer could add value is by reducing the company's cash flow variability. We first check if Trainer has the potential to reduce variability of Delta's largest single expense: fuel costs, which averaged around 25% of operational costs throughout our sample period.
To analyze this question, consider a simple model where QT is the total gallons of jet fuel consumed by Delta and PJ, Pc and Po are the prices of jet fuel, crack spread, and crude oil, respectively. Note that, by definition, PJ = Pc + Po. Then:
where is the amount of jet fuel sourced from the refinery, is the amount sourced from the market and k is a constant or at least predictable per unit refining cost. It can be shown that if αm= / , then:
which can be written as:
The Δ sign denotes a first difference in equations 5. For Delta, the amount of jet fuel sourced from the market, αm, is around 0.6 (meaning Trainer supplies about 40% of Delta's jet fuel needs)
while it is 1 for other airlines. Thus, the variability of Delta fuel cost is a function of the correlation between the change in jet crack price and the change in oil price, ρc,o . If the correlation is positive, then there always exists a potential for variability reduction; if ρc,o is negative, then it depends on the size of αm and the extent of correlation. We plot the rolling version of equation 6 using weekly data on jet fuel, crack spread, and crude oil prices. We use a rolling window of 50 weeks. Figure 6 shows Delta's standard deviation in fuel costs by up to $256 million. Of course, this calculation assumes k, the per-unit cost of refining, to be constant. However, this need not be the case. For example, operational disruption is a key source of risk to refineries. In their 2012 annual report, Delta states:
"During the December 2012 quarter, fuel production increased at the refinery. However, super storm Sandy negatively impacted the refinery start-up, slowing production and lowering efficiency levels.
The refinery recorded a $63 million net loss for the quarter." Nevertheless, the per-unit cost of refining is expected to be less variable than the jet fuel crack spread so the refinery should still reduce total volatility.
Perceived risk reduction in equity markets
If Trainer is perceived by investors as a valuable hedging tool, then one would expect Delta's equity price exposure to the crack spread to be significantly less than other airlines' in the post-Trainer period. To test this hypothesis, we estimate the following OLS model:
where R i,t is the log return on the share price of airline i at time t; is a dummy for the post-Trainer period; , is the log return on the value weighted market portfolio, used as a proxy for the market portfolio; , is the log return on the crack spread, measured as the difference between jet fuel and crude oil prices; , is the log return on the price of WTI oil benchmarks; and , is the hedge ratio of airline i, which equals the fraction of next quarter's consumption currently hedged. A hedge ratio at time t corresponds to the ratio that is reported in the last published statement. We use weekly data from the beginning of 2009 to May 2017. Price data are obtained from CRSP and hedge ratios are obtained from the companies' quarterly filings; Appendix 1 details the hedge ratio calculation. The parameter of interest is . It is expected to be negative and significant if the market perceives that Trainer reduces Delta's exposure to the crack spread. We run this regression, separately, for Delta and its peers to allow the slope coefficients to change for each airline. Table 9 shows the regression estimates of the above model for Delta as well as its peers. We can see from the table that exposure to oil is significantly negative and much higher than that to crack spread. This is expected, since crude oil constitutes a much larger fraction of the jet fuel price.
In the post-Trainer period, Delta stock price sensitivity to the oil price has increased significantly.
However, this is not special to Delta as most of the airlines share the same trend in the post-Trainer period suggesting that the trend is due to something common to the airline industry in general. For
Delta,
, the parameter of interest shows the expected sign and it is significant at the 10% significance level. Unlike Delta, other major airlines do not shows any significant change in their exposure to crack spreads in the post-Trainer period. Only Spirit airlines (SAVE) did have a significant reduction in its exposure to the crack spread in the post-Trainer period. It is unlikely for this to be due to something common between the two airlines. Both are different in their size and their business model. Also, as is clear from That is, we estimate the following model: Table 10 shows the difference-in-difference estimation results.
As seen with separate regressions reported in Table 9 , , is negative and significant at the 5% level. As a robustness check, we repeat the same regression for Spirit airlines instead for Delta to investigate the results seen in Table 9 . In unreported results, we find that , is not significant.
Taken together, these results indicate that Delta's equity exposure to the crack spread has been reduced because of Trainer.
**** Insert Table 10 about here **** Campello et al. (2011) predict that a company with better risk management will have less costly access to external financing. To assess whether the acquisition reduces Delta's credit risk, we use a difference in differences estimation technique. We measure how the difference between Delta's bond yields and those of its competitors changes around the acquisition. Through this framework, we can better control for credit spread changes resulting from macroeconomic factors such as crude oil price swings or fluctuating air travel demand. Our sample period is 2008 through 2016, which constitutes seventeen quarters before the acquisition, two quarters associated with the acquisition announcement and implementation, and seventeen quarters after the acquisition. Our sample includes bond yields from Delta, U.S. Airways, American, United, Southwest, Hawaiian, and JetBlue. We require stock market data to compute a firm's market to book ratio (one of our controls), then estimate the following OLS model:
Perceived risk reduction in bond and loan markets
where , , is the difference between the firm c, bond i yield to maturity on trading day t and the benchmark treasury yield. If a bond trades multiple times in one day, its yield is the sum of individual trade yields weighted by the square root of respective trade volumes. The benchmark treasury yield is computed as a linear combination of yields for the two reported U.S. treasury securities that mature around the bond's maturity date (the closest-maturity treasury before the airline bond's maturity and the closest after). For example, consider a trade of an airline bond with eight years remaining until maturity. Because the U.S. treasury does not report an 8-year treasury yield, benchmark treasury yield would be calculated as 2/3 of the reported 7-year treasury yield that day plus 1/3 of the 10 year treasury yield. If the trade occurs on a day for which no treasury rates are reported, the last treasury rate is used.
In all specifications, βDP is the coefficient of interest. A negative sign indicates that Delta's bond yields significantly decline in the post-acquisition period after controlling for trends in other airlines' bond yields. We control for other important determinants of bond yields in the literature; it has been shown that smaller trades suffer from a larger bid-ask bounce and trades closer to maturity reflect less repayment uncertainty (Ederington et al., 2015) . We, therefore, include trade size and time remaining to maturity as trade-level controls. We control for firm size, leverage, and growth opportunities using the natural logarithm of book assets, the ratio of book debt to book assets, and the sum of market equity and book liabilities scaled by book assets, respectively. We account for periods of rapid crude oil price increases (January 2009 through April 2011) and decreases (June 2014 through January 2016) with two indicator variables whose values equal one if the trade takes place within that period, and zero otherwise. For robustness, we employ year fixed effects in another specification.
Bond-level idiosyncrasies such as level of seniority, collateral, and embedded options also significantly affect yields. We therefore include controls for call, put, and convertibility options; bond seniority; credit enhancements; restrictive covenants; the presence of collateral; coupon frequency, and bond type (corporate debenture, corporate convertible, asset-backed security, with corporate pass through as the omitted category). An alternative specification employs bond fixed effects. Finally, we include a variable to represent bond rating categories. If the bond is rated in the top two categories (AAA/AA), this variable equals 1. If the bond is rated A, then the variable's value is 2. If BBB, then 3, and so on. Because our data contain many observations of the same bond, we cluster standard errors at the bond level.
Our bond trade data contain several extreme outliers. Second, third and fourth sample moments for daily bond yields are 13391.48, 79.72 and 7530.28, respectively. We truncate at the 1 percent tails of bond yields to mitigate the impact of extreme outliers. This process attenuates our coefficient estimates over five-fold; however, these lower estimates appear far more economically plausible. For illustrative purposes, we report untruncated regression results truncated in a robustness specification.
We retain all bond trades in the TRACE database with an issuer SIC code of 4512 (commercial air travel). Using the full CUSIP, we then merge this dataset with bond attributes and ratings obtained from the Mergent RISD bond issues and ratings databases. We then join our data to the COMPUSTAT and CRSP databases for issuer accounting and market characteristics. Finally, we merge hedging data hand collected from quarterly SEC filings in the process detailed in Appendix 1. Table 11 displays results from OLS regressions of equation 8. Column 1 reports our baseline regression results. As expected, bond traders appear to credit Delta with reducing risk through the acquisition. Pre-acquisition spreads on Delta's bonds exceed those of its competitors, on average. In the post-acquisition period, competitors' yield spreads rise by a statistically significant 3.5 percentage points. However, over the same period, Delta's yield spreads fall relative to its peers by 1.3 (=3.5-4.7) percentage points. These results are statistically significant and robust to including year-fixed effects (Column 2) and airline-fixed effects (Column 3) and swapping individual bond attributes for bond-fixed effects (Column 4). Results appear much stronger without truncating (Column 6), though we believe the presence of significant outliers distorts the true relationship between the acquisition and Delta's credit risk. Outlying observations belong exclusively to other airlines, not Delta. Table 11 about here **** When examining investment and non-investment grade bonds, separately (Columns 5 and 6, respectively), we observe no impact on Delta's investment grade bond yields distinct from its competitors. However, all airlines' investment grade bonds appeared to enjoy lower yields in the later period, after April 2012. In contrast, all airlines' sub-investment grade bond yields experience significant increases after the acquisition though Delta's increased by only 30 percent [=(9.087-6.434)/9.087] of the industry mean increase. Finally, Column 7 restricts the sample to eight quarters centered on the refinery purchase announcement (2Q2012) and consummation (3Q2012) to eliminate potential noise from our sample. Statistically and economically significant results continue to obtain.
**** Insert
Control variables generally assume the expected signs when significant. Larger firms with more growth opportunities appear to enjoy lower spreads. Collateralization and the inclusion of put and conversion options tend to lower spreads while call options and a non-semi-annual coupon scheme are associated with higher spreads. However, two puzzling relationships emerge in this table: worse rated bonds and those with longer maturities appear to have lower spreads, all else equal. One possible explanation for these effects is an observation bias. Because we only observe spreads for bonds which trade, it could be that longer maturity and worse rated bonds require better fundamentals to trade in the first place.
To support our bond yield results, we replicate the difference in difference bond regressions using loan spreads as our variable of interest instead of bond yields:
We obtain all new bank loans issued to airlines from 2009 to 2014 from Dealscan. Our dependent variable is the loan spread over the relevant-maturity LIBOR rate. We include the same three difference-in-difference variables and again are interested in the coefficient for the interaction term of Delta and Post. We control for the loan amount, number of participants, maturity, presence of collateral, and whether it is a term loan or revolver. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. and vertical integration as risk management tools and appears inconsistent with Moody's original prediction that the operational risk associated with owning a refinery will outweigh its benefits.
Conclusions
This study assesses whether Delta Air Lines' June 2012 acquisition and subsequent integration of the Trainer oil refinery has been successful. Delta justified this groundbreaking move as a means of ensuring jet fuel supply to important operational hubs in the northeastern United States and reducing exposure to the crack spread by acquiring it. The acquisition can be viewed as creating an operational hedge against rising fuel costs.
Delta's management was optimistic at the acquisition announcement, highlighting the low acquisition price ($150 million) and anticipating substantial annual savings in fuel costs ($300 million). However, analysts, academics and credit rating agencies generally derided the move as a dramatic leap outside Delta's sphere of expertise. Empirically, we find that most of Delta's stakeholders shared the company's positive outlook when this deal was announced. In the three days centered on the April 30, 2012 acquisition announcement, cumulative abnormal stock returns exceeded 5 percent, creating over $500 million of equity value. Abnormal bond returns appeared less intense but still significant, with yields dropping 50 basis points immediately after the acquisition was announced. CDS spreads also experienced a distinct drop around the announcement.
Not only did stakeholders anticipate benefits from the acquisition, ex ante, but they realized these benefits ex post. We show that Delta's stock price sensitivity to crack spreads decreased after the acquisition. By examining individual airlines, we show the significant reduction in stock price sensitivity to crack spread changes is unique to Delta and is not observed for any other airline.
Through a difference in differences framework, we reaffirm the significance of Delta's decrease relative to its peers' sensitivity changes. Thus, we conclude that Delta's stockholders are better insulated from increases in refining margins after the acquisition. Its creditors, too, appeared satisfied with the deal through time. Despite Moody's foreboding opinion, Delta's bonds and loans experience a significant reduction in required yields after the acquisition. Our difference in differences methodology supports a causal interpretation: the refinery reduced risk to creditors and CDS holders. This is consistent with theoretical models which argue that hedging reduces default risk. Our tests of equity exposure to crack spreads offer further support for this channel.
Overall, this case study documents that significant operational hedging benefits can be achieved through vertical integration. While prior research generally approaches these topics abstractly and in isolation, Delta's Trainer acquisition offers a large-scale, unique and ideal intersection. Positioned at this intersection, our study shows that even combinations between drastically different industries, with very little overlapping managerial expertise, can benefit equity and debt holders through the risk-reducing synergies of vertical integration. Decomposing this benefit into successful operational hedging and a useful option to produce versus procure inputs is a task we leave for future research.
Appendix 1: Hedge ratio computation
Our hedge ratios are defined as the percentage of next quarter's anticipated fuel consumption that is hedged by petroleum product derivatives. 1 Most airlines report some version of this ratio although reporting is not consistent. When an airline reports the ratio directly, we use the reported number. Some airline-quarter observations specify the hedge ratio as of quarter-end while other report as of the filing date. The discrepancy is typically one or two months and is unlikely to systematically bias our results.
On quarterly filings, most airlines do not report the percentage of next quarter's anticipated fuel consumption hedged but, rather, the percentage of the remaining year's anticipated fuel consumption hedged. Likewise, on annual filings, airlines report the percentage of next year's anticipated fuel consumption hedged. We make a simplifying assumption that fuel consumption is spread out evenly over the year. For example, if, on its first quarter SEC filing, an airline reports that it has hedged 44% of its anticipated fuel consumption for the remainder of the year, we assume that it has hedged 44% of its anticipated fuel consumption for the second quarter, as well. While this assumption is not realistic, the measurement error (contained in the residual term) is unlikely to correlate with dependent or independent variables. As such, this measurement error introduces noise, not bias, into our model.
A final source of hedge ratio measurement error pertains specifically to Delta. It is the only airline that does not report hedge ratios. Instead, Delta reports total hedge volume, the maturity date of the last hedge contract, and anticipated fuel consumption, for the remainder of the year. To compute a hedge ratio for Delta, we first divide the total hedge volume by the number of quarters until the final contract's maturity date estimate quarterly hedge volume. Likewise, we estimate quarterly anticipated fuel consumption by dividing the reported anticipated fuel consumption for the remainder of the year by the number of quarters remaining in the year. Finally, we divide quarterly hedge volume by anticipated fuel consumption for the next quarter to obtain Delta's quarterly hedge ratio. Because of the simplifying assumptions, this ratio exceeds 100% for three quarters. For these observations, we right censor the observation at 100% to reduce the overestimate's impact. 
Table 2. Timeline of major events pre-and post-Trainer acquisition
This table presents a timeline of major events related to the Trainer acquisition. Information is gathered from SEC filings, media announcements, and the Energy Information Administration.
Figure 3. Swap agreements between Delta and Phillips 66 and BP
This figure explains the original two swap agreements between Delta, Phillips 66, and BP. The BP agreement was terminated in July 2014 and replaced with a different swap agreement with undisclosed parties. This graphic is taken from Delta's 2012 SEC 10-K filing. The table shows the results of SCM described in Abadie & Gardeazabal (2003) . We construct a synthetic match for Delta by solving the following program:
T] is the estimation window in the pre-acquisition period and ωi is the weight assigned to the stock return of the airline i. Once ωi for each airline in the control group is determined, the CARDelta(−1,+1) is calculated as:
We repeat the same analysis replacing Delta with each other airline in the control group and calculate its CARi(−1,+1) over the same window. These CARi(−1,+1)s help construct a distribution of cumulative returns that is not caused by the treatment against which the significance of CARDelta(−1,+1) is tested. The pool of control units consists of public airlines, among those in Table 5 , that were actively trading at the time of the announcement. Namely, United (UAL), SkyWest (SKYW), Southwest (LUV), Jet Blue (JBLU), Hawaiian (HA), Alaska (ALK), Spirit (SAVE) and U.S. Airways (LCC). The announcement was in April 30, 2012. We use observations from January 1, 2011 to 50 days before the announcement in the estimation window. Data on stock market returns come from CRSP. The figure depicts the 50-week rolling standard deviation of the change in jet fuel price according to the following equation:
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The vertical axis depicts the square root of the right hand side of the above equation, which measures the variability of the change in jet fuel cost with Trainer (the case where = 0.6) and without Trainer (the case where = 1). Data are weekly. is a dummy for the post-Trainer period. , is the log return on CRISP value-weighted portfolio as a proxy for the market portfolio. , is the log return on the crack spread, measured by the difference between jet fuel price and oil price. , is the log return on the price of WTI (left columns of Panel is the last hedging ratio of airline observed at time t. In Panel B, , is calculated using WTI benchmark. Weekly observations from the beginning of 2009 to May 2017 were used for the estimation. Price data were obtained from CRISP and hedging ratios were obtained from the companies' quarterly filings. Panel A shows the result for Delta and Panel B shows the result for other airlines. ALGT and has a zero hedge policy and ALK has a constant hedge policy. SKYW is a contractor that operates small regional flights for larger airlines. As such, its fuel expenses are reimbursed by the contracting airline. Therefore, it has no need for a hedging policy. White cross-section standard errors were used. 
Where is a dummy for the post-Trainer period. , is the log return on CRISP value-weighted portfolio as a proxy for the market portfolio. , is the log return on the crack spread, measured by the difference between jet fuel price and oil price. , is the log return on the price of WTI.
is the last hedging ratio of airline observed at time t. is airline dummies. DAL is dummy for Delta airline. Weekly observations from the beginning of 2009 to May 2017 were used for the estimation. Price data were obtained from CRISP and hedging ratios were obtained from the companies' quarterly filings. Airlines included are: Delta, Allegiant, United, SkyWest, Southwest, Jet Blue, Hawaiian, Alaskan, Spirit and U.S. Airways. White cross-section standard errors were used. To preserve space, s are not reported. The table reports the result of a difference-in-difference OLS regression of airline bond yield spreads. The dependent variable, spread, is the spread above the comparable maturity Treasury security. The three difference-in-difference dependent variables are three indicator variables. Dal equals 1 if the Delta is the borrower and 0 otherwise; post equals 1 if the bond trades after April 30, 2012 and 0 otherwise; and dal_post is the interaction between the two. Control variables include the number of years remaining till maturity, daily volume traded, logged assets at the beginning of the quarter, book leverage at the beginning of the quarter, market to book ratio at the beginning of the quarter, hedge ratio at the beginning of the quarter, S&P or Moody's credit rating at the beginning of the quarter, an indicator variable equal to 1 if the bond trades during the rising oil price environment of January 2009 to April 2011and 0 otherwise, an indicator variable equal to 1 if the bond trades during the falling oil price environment of June 2014 to January 2016and 0 otherwise, and indicator variables for various bond characteristics including whether the bond has call, put, convertibility provisions, credit enhancements, whether it specifies collateral, whether it is a senior note, corporate debenture, corporate convertible, or asset backed security, and whether it pays quarterly coupons. Column 1 includes all variables, column 2 swaps the oil_up and oil_down indicators for year fixed effects; Column 3 includes firmfixed effects; Column 4 includes bond fixed effects; Columns 5 and 6 respectively include investment grade and non-investment grade bonds; and Column 7 uses data from only the two years centered on quarters 2 and 3 of 2012 whereas the other columns employ the 9 years centered on those quarters. Each reports regressions on data truncated at the 1% tails of spread except column 8. Standard errors are clustered at the bond level. Tstatistics are reported below estimated coefficients. *, **, and *** denote statistical significance at the 10, 5, and 1 percent levels. The table reports the result of a difference-in-differences OLS regression of loan spreads on newly issued credit facilities for airlines. The dependent variable, Spread, is the spread above the comparable maturity LIBOR rate. The three difference-in-differences dependent variables are three indicator variables. Delta equals 1 if the Delta is the borrower and 0 otherwise; post equals 1 if the loan is issued after April 30, 2012 and 0 otherwise; and Delta*Post is the interaction between the two. Control variables include the facility's maturity, an indicator variable equal to 1 if the loan includes collateral and 0 otherwise, an indicator variable equal to 1 if the loan is a revolving loan and 0 if it is a term loan, the amount borrowed, the number of participants and a constant. Standard errors are clustered at the firm level. t-statistics are reported below estimated coefficients. ** and *** denote statistical significance at the 5 and 1 percent levels. 
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